Traditional Archery Australia
3rd National Postal Shoot Rules & Conditions
1. The shoot can be completed any day from Friday the 2nd of November 2018 to the Monday 17th of December 2018.
2. The shoot will be in the style of a "Wand". The wand is to be 50mm wide and 1 metre long, placed vertically on any boss.
Note: If duct tape or masking tape is used be careful as these sometimes come in two sizes one being 48mm wide.
3. The shoot is only open to T.A.A. members.
4. Three or more TAA members must shoot together and score each other’s arrows.
5. 50 arrows must be shot and scored consecutively. You can stop and have a break if necessary, but you must continue to score from
the first arrow upon resumption of shooting.
6. Maximum of two arrows per end. After each end you score and change distance.
In total you must shoot ten arrows at each distance of 10mts, 15mts, 20mts, 25mts and 30mts. You can change to any other distance
after each shot.
7. Score: 10 points for each hit wholly inside the edge of the wand. 5 points for each line cutter (it does not matter if the bulk of the
arrow is inside the edge of the Wand, if it breaks the line it scores 5).
8. Scoring is to be done on the score sheet provided as a free download on the T.A.A. web site
9. Wooden arrows must be used.
Divisions will be defined by Bow type: Longbow, Hybrid, English Longbow (ELB), Recurve, Horsebow. These will be as set out in
the TAA's Guidelines. Please tick appropriate box on the score sheet.
Any discrepancies anomalies may render the result void, and the Judges word is final!
All score sheets must be completed and emailed as scanned copies (Jpg or PDF) to:
scorerecorderTAA@gmail.com by 1st of January 2019.
Results will be posted on T.A.A.s' website from the 14th of January 2019.
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